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The iconic periods of world architecture were marked by buildings that expressed structurally
the activities inside and the culture outside: the pyramidal power structure of dynastic Egypt;
the post-and-lintel transparency of democratic Athens; the spiritually uplifting verticality of
Gothic cathedrals; or even the crisscrossed, gravity-loaded assembly lines of the Ford Motor
Company, which communicate so evocatively the industrial culture of flow. But how do we
express the culture of legions of software engineers, ensconced in cubicles, writing code?
The answer, thusfar, has been uninspiring to say the least: ungainly retrofits and generic
structures lining our freeway exits that have given Silicon Valley the featureless character of a
gigantic computer chip. But there are signs that this is starting to change, that we are beginning
to see the emergence of an authentic “architecture of information.”
I. REQUIREMENTS:
1. Attend, listen, look, talk, think, question, reflect, argue, ponder, change your mind.
2. Go home, drive around, come back the following week and do it again. Repeat until Dec. 2.
3. If you plan to take the course for credit, please respond in writing to any 3 weekly prompts.
If you are requesting a grade, please respond to any 5 weekly prompts and arrange to visit
at least one major architectural project and write your analysis of it.
II. READINGS:
Periodic readings, as indicated in the syllabus
optional: Barry Katz, Make it New: The History of Silicon Valley Design (MIT Press, 2015)
Jorge Arango, Living in Information (Two Waves Press, 2018)
Louise Mozingo, Pastoral Capitalism (MIT Press)

“Architecture is the will of an epoch translated into space.”
-- Mies van de Rohe

III. SCHEDULE OF MEETINGS AND TOPICS
September 30. Introduction: Of Startups and Tiltups
In the decades since World War II, the charmed sliver of real estate squeezed between
the foothills and the San Francisco Bay has been the source not just of innovative
products but of entire industries that have transformed the ways in which the world
works, plays, moves, communicates, and even thinks. Curiously, the Silicon Valley
infrastructure of innovation has been evident in almost every field but architecture.
There are signs, however, that this is changing.
read:

“Headquarters of iconic tech companies are now… top tourist attractions”

https://www.cnbc.com/2018/11/03/why-the-headquarters-of-iconic-tech-companiesare-tourist-attractions.html

Homework (for discussion next week): What is the local (Bay Area) building that you most
admire, and what is the one you most dislike? In a paragraph or so, explain your reactions.

October 7.

Defining Moments in the History of Architecture
Vitruvius, Roman author of the foundational text, De Architectura, believed that to be
considered architecture, a building must meet three primary requirements: firmitas (it
has to stand up), utilitas (it has to work), and venustas (it should look good). For two
thousand years these criteria have guided architects in designing buildings that

supported the activities inside and expressed the culture outside. We’ll start with
a sweeping history of world architecture with an eye to the manner in which
changing cultural values and technical capabilities have shaped their work.
read:

October 14.

Barry Katz, “The Measure of All Things: Toward an Architecture of Information,”
in TAD: The Journal of Technology, Architecture, and Design (forthcoming)

The Spaceship has Landed: Norman Foster Partners with the Big Apple
At his appearance before the Cupertino City Council in 2011, Steve Jobs presented the
plans for Apple’s new headquarters and boasted that “we have a shot at building the best
office building in the world.” By what measure do we evaluate such a claim? Rarely has a
work of architecture engendered such impassioned controversy.
watch:

Steve Jobs’ presentation to the Cupertino City Council:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zw7Q3cceBR0

read:

Stephen Levy, “One More Thing,” in Wired (5.16.2017)
https://www.wired.com/2017/05/apple-park-new-silicon-valley-campus/

Jennifer Magnolfi, “Why Apple’s New HQ is Nothing Like the Rest of Silicon
Valley,” in Harvard Business Review (6.26.2017)
https://hbr.org/2017/06/why-apples-new-hq-is-nothing-like-the-rest-of-silicon-valley

Adam Rogers, “If You Care about Cities, Apple’s New Campus Sucks,” in Wired (6.8.17)
https://www.wired.com/story/apple-campus/

homework: based on your readings (or visit), compare the iPark to the iPhone.
“We design our buildings; thereafter our buildings design us.”
-- Winston Churchill

October 21.

East Bayshore: BIG Plans for Google
Although Google occupies dozens of buildings in Silicon Valley, it has yet to boast a single
building of its own design. That is about to change, with the help of Thomas Heatherwick
Studios in London and the Bjarke Ingels Group (BIG) in Copenhagen. The Charleston East
and Bay View campus currently under construction represents a radical departure from
conventional corporate architecture and a bold assertion that architecture in Silicon
Valley has come of age. We’ll let the architects speak for themselves:
read:

Heatherwick Studio: Google, Mountain View
http://www.heatherwick.com/project/google-mountainview/

Bjarke Ingels Group: Google, Mountain View
http://big.dk/#projects-gce

homework: Congratulations! As a compulsive Googler, you have just been appointed to the
architectural selection committee. What keywords would you have given the candidates?

October 28.

Endeavor + Voyager: Gensler Associates with Nvidia
The design for the first of three projected buildings for Nvidia is a perfect example of what
computer pioneer Douglas Engelbart called “bootstrapping”—in this case, using VR
technology to design the environments in which the next generation of VR technology
will be developed. “Endeavor” was designed by a team at Gensler Associates, but this
week we will focus on the perspective of the client.
read:

Antonio Pacheco, “VR was Essential to the Design of NVIDIA’s New Headquarters”
https://archpaper.com/2017/04/gensler-nvidia-new-headquarters/#gallery-0-slide-0

Dean Takahashi, “Nvidia developed VR to simulate and design its Headquarters”
https://venturebeat.com/2016/10/30/nvidia-developed-vr-to-simulate-and-design-its-370million-headquarters/

homework: Describe an example in which your own work is enhanced, or impeded, by
the physical environment in which it takes place. What’s your analysis of the cause?

November 4.

WRNS Studio reboots the Microsoft Office
“Do you think people write better code in a building designed for writing code?” When we
lobbed this snarky witticism at the architect of Microsoft’s new Mountain View campus,
he answered with a perfectly straight face: A Microsoft research team in Redmond has
studied the correlation between the number of coding errors in a program and the size
and configuration of the team that wrote it. In other words, he replied, “Yes.”
read:

WRNS Studio, “Microsoft Silicon Valley”
https://www.wrnsstudio.com/project/microsoft-silicon-valley/

“Microsoft’s Sustainable Silicon Valley Campus”

https://blogs.microsoft.com/bayarea/2019/04/22/microsofts-silicon-valley-campussustainably-built-employee-design/

homework:

“Art + Engineering = Architecture.” Discuss

“Architecture begins where engineering ends.”
-- Walter Gropius

November 11. Global Village: Frank Friends Facebook
From a two-room suite above a bead shop in downtown Palo Alto, to a disused Hewlett
Packard manufacturing facility in College Terrace, to its occupancy of the bayshore
campus of the defunct Sun Microsystems, the migrations of Facebook can be read like an
archaeological excavation. The archaeologist’s spade is now in the hands of Frank Gehry.
read:

Eleanor Gibson, “Facebook reveals expanded campus designed by Frank Gehry”
https://www.dezeen.com/2018/09/05/mpk21-frank-gehry-facebook-silicon-valleyheadquarters-menlo-park-california-architecture/

John Tenanes, “Expanding Our Home in Menlo Park” (9.4.2018).
https://newsroom.fb.com/news/2018/09/expanding-our-home-in-menlo-park/

Avery Hartmans, “Facebook is building a village…”
https://www.businessinsider.com/facebook-building-employee-housing-silicon-valleyheadquarters-2017-7

Ben Waber, Jennifer Magnolfi, Greg Lindsay, ”Workplaces that Move People” (HBR)
https://hbr.org/2014/10/workspaces-that-move-people

homework: Is the Facebook campus the physical expression of a “social network?”

November 18. Stanford: An Architecture of Education
Let’s not forget that Stanford itself is one of the leading patrons of visionary architecture.
From the days that Frederick Law Olmsted laid out the master plan for the campus in 1886
to recent projects by Norman Foster, Rafael Viñoly, Pei-Cobb-Freed, and others, Stanford
has created building forms designed to accommodate teaching and research into such
specialized fields as semiconductors, neuroscience, genomics, and nanotechnology. We
will go straight to the source with a presentation from the University Architect.
read: tba
homework: Wander around the campus for a bit. What impresses you? Puzzles you?
Now’s your chance to ask about everything you always wanted to know.

November 25. Thanksgiving Week: university closed—no class

December 2.

Conclusion: From Information Architecture to an Architecture of Information
What conclusions can be drawn from the projects we have examined? Are they just the
latest expression of flashy corporate headquarters, or has Silicon Valley indeed begun to
articulate an “architecture of information?”
Final deliverables due

“Always design a thing by considering it in its next larger context —
a chair in a room, a room in a house, a house in an environment, an environment in a city plan.”
-- Eliel Saarinen

BIBLIOGRAPHY
The literature on architecture is as old as Vitruvius and as recent as this morning’s newspaper.
The Architect’s Newspaper (news@archpaper.com) is one way to remain abreast of current
developments; you can customize your (free) subscription according to your regional or topical
interests. Another is ArchDaily (newsletter@archdaily.com
If daily updates are too much for your InBox, see the informative and entertaining reports from
Dezeen (mail@dezeen.com). Metropolis and Dwell are both oriented toward general readers.
From Andrea Palladio to Zaha Hadid, you will find monographs on, and in many cases by, pretty
much every architect who has ever lived. All the major offices have detailed information, often
with bibliographies, on their websites.
An alphabet soup of professional publications speak to readers with more specialized interests:
TAD: The Journal of Architecture, Technology, and Design; JAE, The Journal of Architectural
Education; JSAH, The Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians. Have a look at the
program of the AIA (Architectural Institute of America, the main professional association),
Architecture for Children. There are scores of others, discussing everything from geotechnical
engineering to the politics of the built environment. For a detailed listing, see the survey:
https://www.scimagojr.com/journalrank.php?category=2216

“A house is a machine for living.”
-- Le Corbusier

